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Infocapture Components

IntroductionIntroduction
In this guide, we will give you an overview of all the available InfoCapture components that can be added to your pages.

Each component serves a di erent purpose and will provide di erent information according to the component settings.

Dashboard: Dashboard: Charts and graphs based on ticket statuses

Form list: Form list: List of InfoCapture forms

Handler: Handler: Tracking top ticket handlers

Open items: Open items: List of InfoCapture tickets pending action

SLA: SLA: Number of InfoCapture tickets based on SLAs

Tickets List: Tickets List: List of InfoCapture tickets

Tickets Submitted: Tickets Submitted: Charts and graphs based on submitted tickets

Please note: Please note: All InfoCapture components will give a unique view based on user permissions. Only projects users have permission to view will appear in

components.

 

More information on the InfoCapture application can be found here

Dashboard componentDashboard component
The Dashboard component will display charts and graphs based on available Primary data (i.e. ticket status) of a single InfoCapture form. The main

function is to present data involving the current number of tickets in each status.

https://discover.claromentis.com/knowledgebase/articles/876
file:///Claromentis/application/web/#anchor-dashboard
file:///Claromentis/application/web/#anchor-formlist
file:///Claromentis/application/web/#anchor-handler
file:///Claromentis/application/web/#anchor-openitems
file:///Claromentis/application/web/#anchor-sla
file:///Claromentis/application/web/#anchor-ticketlist
file:///Claromentis/application/web/#anchor-submitted


 

The component can be con gured via the component settings.

1. Title:Title: The title that will appear at the top of the Dashboard component

2. Project:Project: The InfoCapture project that the component will pull information from

3. Chart type:Chart type: The type of graph that will be displayed in the component

4. Show Information:Show Information: Additional information that can be included in the component

5. Primary data:Primary data: The single eld within the form that can be chosen to be displayed in the component as the primary data shown in the graph.

6. Only show:Only show: The selected eld(s) attached to the 'Primary data' can be chosen to be displayed in the component. By default, the component will

display all project values

7. Secondary data:Secondary data: Optional eld to include only a subset of the data you wish to include in the graph.

8. Only from:Only from: The selected eld(s) attached to the 'Secondary data' that can be chosen to be included as the data subset.

For example: You may want to show the graph by 'Status' but only from Secondary data 'Team A' which is the data subset.

 

Form List componentForm List component
The Form List component will display multiple InfoCapture forms within a single component. The purpose is to provide an overview of active projects for

users to access directly via the page where the component exists.

 

The component can be con gured via the component settings.



1. Title:Title: The title that will appear at the top of the Form List component

2. Show forms:Show forms: The ltering option that can be chosen to be displayed in the component

3. Forms:Forms: The selected list of InfoCapture projects that will be displayed in the component. By default, the component will display all active projects

4. Show tools:Show tools: Additional search tools that can be included in the component

5. Style:Style: The type of viewing style in the project will be displayed in the component

6. Limit to:Limit to:  The maximum number of projects that will be listed

 

Handler componentHandler component
The Handler component will track and display the top ticket handlers of a single InfoCapture form. The main function is to present data involving the top

ticket handler(s) and the current number of tickets that are assigned to them.

 

The component can be con gured via the component settings.



1. Project:Project: The InfoCapture project that the component will pull information from

2. Chart type:Chart type: The type of graph that will be displayed in the component

3. Show:Show: Additional details that can be included in the component. By default, the component will display all parts including the title, description, chart,

and ticket handler

4. Limit to:Limit to:  The maximum number of ticket handlers that will be listed

5. Status type:Status type: The type of ticket status within the form that can be chosen to be displayed in the component

6. Status:Status: The selected ticket status which will be displayed in the component. By default, the component will display ticket handlers from all statuses.

 

Open Items componentOpen Items component
The Open Items component will display a list of tickets of a single InfoCapture form pending an action. The main function is to provide an overview of

active tickets for those who interact with the project to work from.

Please note: Please note: In order for the Open Items component to populate information, Status groups need to be created per project. Doing so allows each group to

be pulled through to the component and will give a unique view based on user permissions.

For more information on how to set up Open Items, please refer to our guide here.

 

The component can be con gured via the component settings once the status groups have been set up.



1. Title:Title: The title that will appear at the top of the Open Items component

2. Project:Project: The InfoCapture project the component will pull information from. By default, the component will display all active projects

3. Columns: Columns: The ticket columns(s) within the form that can be chosen to be displayed in the component

4. Limit to:Limit to:  The maximum number of projects that will be listed

5. Type:Type: The viewing type that can be chosen to be displayed in the component

 

SLA componentSLA component
The SLA component will track and display the number of tickets of a single InfoCapture form based on the SLA. The main function is to present data

involving the current number of tickets in each SLA.

Please note: Please note: In order for the SLA component to populate information, SLA rules will need to be created per project. Doing so allows each SLA status to be

pulled through to the component.

For more information on how to set up SLA rules, please refer to our guide here.

 

The component can be con gured via the component settings once the SLA rules have been set up.



1. Form:Form: The InfoCapture project the component will pull information from

2. Tra c light:Tra c light: The single SLA status within the form that can be chosen to be displayed in the component

3. Text to show: Text to show: The text (description) that will be displayed in the component

4. Icon:Icon: The glyphicon that will appear in the component

 

Tickets List componentTickets List component
The Ticket List component will display all tickets of a single InfoCapture form. The purpose is to provide an overview of tickets for users to access directly

via the page where the component exists.

 

The component can be con gured via the component settings.



1. Title:Title: The title that will appear at the top of the Tickets List component

2. Project:Project: The InfoCapture project the component will pull information from

3. Show Information:Show Information: Additional information that can be included in the component

4. Columns: Columns: The ticket columns(s) within the form that can be chosen to be displayed in the component

5. Show maximum:Show maximum: The maximum number of tickets that will be listed

6. Filter by:Filter by: The single eld within the form that can be chosen to be displayed in the component

7. Using:Using: The selected eld(s) attached to the 'Filter by' data that can be chosen to be displayed in the component. By default, the component will

display all project values

 

Tickets Submitted componentTickets Submitted component
The Tickets Submitted component will display charts and graphs based on the number of submitted tickets. The main function is to present data

involving the number of submitted tickets over the timeframe of a year, month, or week.

 

The component can be con gured via the component settings.



1. Title:Title: The title that will appear at the top of the Tickets Submitted component

2. Project:Project: The InfoCapture project the component will pull information from. By default, the component will display all active projects

3. Chart type: Chart type: The type of graph that will be displayed in the component

4. Type:Type: The timeframe option the tickets will be displayed in the component

5. Year/Month/Week: Year/Month/Week: The selected timeframe attached to the 'Type' that can be chosen to be displayed in the component. A custom timeframe is also

available by Year, Month, & Week.
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